In genetic association studies, rare variants with extremely small allele frequency play a crucial role in complex traits, and the set-based testing methods that jointly assess the effects of groups of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were developed to improve powers for the association tests. However, the powers of these tests are still severely limited due to the extremely small allele frequency, and precise estimations for the effect sizes of individual SNPs are substantially impossible. In this article, we provide an efficient set-based inference framework that addresses the two important issues simultaneously based on a Bayesian semiparametric multilevel mixture model.
Introduction
The advent of high-throughput technologies have realized the whole genome sequencing, and the genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have successfully identified many common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with complex traits in the last two decades (Manolio et al., 2008) . However, a large portion of the heritability of diseases, behaviors, and other phenotypes cannot be accounted by these genetic variations, and it is the well-known the "missing heritability" problem (Cohen et al., 2004) . To explain the missing heritability, recent studies have gradually revealed that "rare variants" have highly impacts to the complex traits, which are the minor allele frequency (MAF) are smaller than 1-5% in populations (e.g. Holm et al., 2011; Rivas et al., 2011) . Besides, detections of the associations of the rare variants are challenging due to their extremely low frequency of rare variants and lacks of the statistical powers for the conventional association tests.
To overcome this underpowered problem, set-based testing methods that jointly assess the associations of a group of SNPs (e.g., a set on a gene, pathway, or network) with a phenotype have been developed in the past decade (Wu et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2014) . Various set-based tests for the rare variant analyses based on statistical models were proposed, including C-alpha (Neale et al., 2011) , SKAT (Wu et al., 2011) , SKAT-O (Lee et al., 2014) and HMVD (Cheng et al., 2016) . There have also been several methods summarizing rare variant information within a region into a single genetic score (e.g. Li and Leal, 2008; Madsen and Browning, 2009; Price et al., 2010) . However, the statistical powers of these set-based tests are still usually insufficient. Also, another problem is the effect size estimation. Due to the extremely low frequency of these variants, the ordinary estimators of effect measures (e.g., oddsratio) are quite unstable. Existing set-based inference frameworks only provided testing methods, and there have been no effective methods to quantifying the effect sizes of these variants.
In this article, we propose an efficient set-based inference framework that addresses the two important issues simultaneously based on the Bayesian semiparametric mul-tilevel mixture models (e.g. Shen and Louis, 1999) . We propose to use a multilevel hierarchical model that incorporate the variations in set-specific effects and variantspecific effects, and to apply the optimal discovery procedure (ODP) that achieves the largest overall power in multiple significance testing (Storey, 2007; Noma and Matsui, 2012) via the empirical Bayes framework. As shown in Section 3, the ODP gains the overall powers in the set-based test compared with existing methods such as SKAT-O and HMVD. The multiplicity of the set-based ODP can be adequately adjusted with controlling the false discovery rate (FDR; Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Storey, 2002) . In addition, the Bayesian formulation enables accurate "set-based" effect size estimation. It should be noted that the effect size estimation for individual SNPs cannot be suitably implemented, even for the Bayesian shrinkage estimators because unstable ordinary estimators (e.g., maximum likelihood estimator) for the extremely low frequency variants are too shrunken and strongly biased. Thus, most of previous rare variant analyses did not discuss the effect size estimates due to these substantial limitations. However, using the proposed multilevel hierarchical model, we can obtain accurate estimates of effect size distributions of individual units of the set-based analysis alternatively via Bayesian optimal estimation of the empirical distribution function (Shen and Louis, 1998) . The set-based distribution estimate would provide an additional new relevant information to the set-based inferences. After presenting these proposed methods, we evaluate their performance by simulation studies and assess their practical usefulness via application to the PennCATH study (Reilly et al., 2011) , a large GWAS for coronary artery disease (CAD).
This article is organized as follows. We describe the proposed model model and the ODP in Section 2. In Section 3, we provide some simulation results, and we apply our approach to the PennCATH study of CAD in Section 4. Lastly, we conclude with some discussion in Section 5. Technical details are given in the Appendix.
Methods

Hierarchical mixture modeling for effect sizes of multiple rare variants
Suppose we are interested in group associations of R regions and M r rare variants are included in the rth region (r = 1, . . . , R). Let Y rk denote a n rk -dimensional vector of outcome for the kth variant in the rth region. If there are no missing values, n rk = n and Y rk = Y . Correspondingly, let X rk be a n rk × q matrix of baseline covariates, and g rk be a n rk -dimensional vector of number of minor alleles, so that the elements of g rk are 0, 1 or 2. We first consider the following generalized linear model:
where α rk is a q-dimensional vector of regression coefficient and β rk is the (scalar) effect size of the kth variant in the rth region. The primary concern in this article is inference on the vector of true effect sizes in each region, β r = (β r1 , . . . , β rMr ) t for r = 1, . . . , R. When β r = 0, the rth region is not associated with the outcome.
On the other hand, the rth region is associated with the outcome when at least one element in β r is non-zero. To express such a structure, we consider the following mixture model for β r :
where π is the prior probability of being null, namely, π = P (β r1 = 0, . . . , β rMr = 0), and g 0 and g 1 are null and non-null distributions. It is reasonable to force g 0 (β r ) be the M r -dimensional one-point distribution on 0. We propose estimating the nonnull distribution g 1 (·) in a nonparametric way by incorporating smooth-by-rouging approach (Shen and Louis, 1999) , that is, we approximate g 1 (·) by the following form:
where δ c (x) denotes a one-point distribution on x = c, a 1 , . . . , a L are fixed knots specified by the user and p 1 , . . . , p L are probabilities of β rk = a , satisfying L =1 p = 1. The probabilities p 's will be estimated later.
Combination of (1) and (2) gives the posterior distribution of β = (β t 1 , . . . , β t R ) t given by
where L(β rk , α rk |Y rk , X rk ) is the likelihood function of (1), and Θ = (π, p 1 , . . . , p L ) t is a vector of unknown parameters in (2). Since L(β rk , α rk |Y rk , X rk ) may have complicated forms, the computation of the integral appeared in the above distribution would be computationally intensive. Alternatively, we consider an approximated method for computing the posterior distribution of β. Specifically, we approximate L(β rk , α rk |Y rk , X rk )dα rk as a function of β rk by a normal distribution with mean and variance corresponding to the maximum likelihood estimate β rk and its asymptotic variance s 2 rk of β rk based on the model (1). The approximation is valid under relatively large n rk , which would be often satisfied in practice. Therefore, the approximated posterior distribution of β is given by
This approximated posterior distribution can be derived from the following multilevel models:
independently for r = 1, . . . , R. In what follows, we call the model (4) semiparametric multilevel mixture model. Under the model (4), β 1 , . . . , β R are mutually independent and the marginal distribution of β r is given by
where P = (p 1 , . . . , p L ) t is the mixing probabilities in g 1 (β r ). The unknown model parameters Θ = (π, P t ) t can be estimated by maximizing the marginal likelihood function, the product of f ( β r ; Θ) for r = 1, . . . , R, and the maximization can be efficiently carried out via EM-algorithm (Dempster and Rubin, 1977) , where its details are provided in the Appendix.
Region-specific and variant-specific indices
Some region-specific indices are useful for screening regions. Let z r be the indicator variable for null/non-null status for the rth region, such that z r = 1 if the rth region is non-null and z r otherwise. The value of z r is unknown and has the prior probability P (z r = 1) = 1 − π. Let D = { β rk , s rk , k = 1, . . . , M r , r = 1, . . . , R}. The following posterior probability of being non-null is useful for screening regions:
The effect sizes of each variant β rk can be estimated by the posterior mean given by
The distribution of effect sizes, β r1 , . . . , β rMr in each region would provide more valuable and interpretable information than the point estimates. In this case, the histogram of posterior means is not necessarily a good estimator of the true distribution (Shen and Louis, 1998) , and the optimal estimator of the distribution function is given by
The posterior indices can be estimated by replacing Θ with Θ in (5).
Screening regions based on the optimal discovery procedure
For detecting and ranking multiple group associations, we follow the optimal discovery procedure (Storey, 2007; Storey et al., 2007) and select significant regions by controlling false discovery rate. To this end, we use the following statistics for each region induced from the estimated semiparametric multilevel mixture model:
This is a model-based version of the optimal discovery statistic (Cao et al., 2009; Matsui, 2012, 2013) . For each r, we define an index set I r in which ODP statistics are equal or greater than ODP r . For I r , we can evaluate the model-based false discovery rate (e.g. McLachlan et al., 2006) ,
We identify the optimal r whose FDR r is maximum and smaller than pre-specified proportion of false discovery, e.g. 5%. Due to the flexibility of the semiparametric modeling of the non-null distribution, the proposed method would adequately control the false discovery rate in a wide range of underlying true structures of effect sizes.
We assessed the performance of the proposed method through simulation studies. We considered n = 2000 individuals, R = 500 regions. We randomly generated the number of variants M r in each region from 1 + [Γ(5, 1)], where Γ(a, b) denotes the Gamma distribution and [·] is the round function. Then, M = R r=1 M r is the total number of rare variants, which were around 3000 in simulations. The minor allele frequency (MAF) of each variant was generated from the uniform distribution on [0.005, 0.01].
For generating genotype data, we first generated two M -dimensional binary vectors a 1 and a 2 using rmvbin function in R with a correlation matrix R = (ρ |i−j| ) i,j=1,...,M with ρ = 0.1. We then set the genotype vector (g 11 , . . . , g 1M 1 , g 21 , . . . , g RM R ) to a 1 + a 2 . Also we generated two clinical covariates, X 1 and X 2 from the standard normal distribution and the Bernoulli distribution with success probability 0.5. We considered two cases of response variables and used the following generating model:
where γ 1 = γ 2 = 0.5. For the effect sizes of β r = (β r1 , . . . , β rM r ) t in each region, we randomly sampled from the following distribution:
where we considered two cases of null probability π, π = 0.5 and 0.7.
For the simulated dataset, we applied the proposed ODP method with knots (a 1 , . . . , a L ) = (−1.00, −0.99, . . . , 0.99, 1.00). As the alternative screening methods, we applied the optimal sequential kernel association test (SKAT-O; Lee et al., 2014) and the association test based on hidden Markov model (HMVD; Cheng et al., 2016) to each region to calculate p-value, both of which are available as R packages. Then, significant regions are selected using the q-value method (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003) with controlling the FDR. Based on 200 simulations, we calculated the average number of detected regions and true positives at FDR=5, 10, 15, or 20% for the two types of responses, which are summarized in Table S1 . Overall, larger numbers of significant regions and true positives are discovered by the proposed method, which indicate its efficiency, compared with the direct use of q-values combined with the existing methods. It is also confirmed that the efficiency gain of the proposed method appeared for smaller values of π and larger values of FDR. 
Application
To illustrate the proposed methods in practice, we analyzed a GWAS dataset from the PennCATH study (Reilly et al., 2011) . The PennCATH study is a hospital-based cohort study to evaluate genetic risk factors and biomarkers for CAD, and a nested case-control GWAS study of angiographic CAD was conducted (Reilly et al., 2011) .
After the same preprocessing with Reed et al. (2015) , we involved data on 933 cases and 468 controls (1401 individuals in total) for the GWAS analyses. For the rare variant analyses, we selected the variants whose MAFs were smaller than 5% and at least 3 individuals had the corresponding alleles. We defined the sets of analyses by the groups of SNPs on the same protein coding genes. Then, we adopted genetic regions who have at least 10 rare variants, which results in 1094 regions with total 24902 SNPs variants in the analyses.
We For the set-based testing analyses, we first applied SKAT-O and HMVD methods.
However, applying the q-value method for controlling FDR (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003) , no significant regions were detected under FDR control at 5%. Even relaxing the threshold to FDR at 20%, SKAT-O detected only 3 significant regions. On the other hand, applying the proposed method, we could detect 74 regions under FDR control at 5%. The number of significant sets was much greater than those of the existing methods. The detailed descriptions of the detected regions were provided in the Supplementary Materials.
In addition, using the Bayesian optimal distribution function estimator given by (5), we estimated the effect size distributions for SNPs of each region. In Figure 2 
Discussion
In this article, we developed effective set-based testing and estimating methods for rare variant analyses. As show in the simulation studies of Section 3, we could show the overall powers of the set-based tests were improved by the theoretically most powerful testing method, ODP. In addition, using the multilevel hierarchical mixture In the applications to PennCATH study, we could detect 74 significant regions under FDR at 5%. The number of significant regions were much greater than those of the common rare variant analysis procedures with SKAT-O and HMVD. The discordance of these methods would reflect the relative performances of them in the simulation studies in Section 3. Along with the existing evidence for the performances of ODP (e.g. Storey, 2007; Matsui et al., 2018; Otani et al., 2018) , the proposed method would have greater overall powers under practical situations.
Besides, the results of the effect size distribution estimation indicated there exists a large number of variants with strong preventive effects of CAD. There have no effective methods that provide effective summary of effect size information in rare variant analyses, thus the proposed new framework would provide relevant information for these studies. Also, although these results indicate the existence of a lot of preventive factors of CAD, the existing methods (i.e., SKAT-O and HMVD) could not detect these factors by the limitations of statistical powers. The proposed ODP also still has the limitation of power, but the effect size estimates provide an alternative effective information to the testing results how these rare variants potentially influences to the heritability of diseases, behaviors, and other phenotypes. The power analyses using this framework would be possible (Matsui and Noma, 2011) . These new information might provide effective hints for the missing heritability problem, and might derive new insights via applying existing rare variant analyses. These practical investigations are subjects for further researches.
Appendix: EM algorithm for computing estimates of the model parameters By introducing latent variables z r and w rk , the multilevel model (4) can be expressed as β rk |z r = 0 ∼ N (0, s 2 rk ), β rk |(z r = 1, w rk = ) ∼ N (a , s 2 rk ) z r ∼ Ber(1 − π), P (w rk = ) = p , = 1, . . . , L.
The complete log-likelihood given the latent variables z r 's and w rk 's is given by
By taking the expectation with respect to the latent variables, we have the following objective function in the M-step:
where ξ (t) r = P (z r = 1|D; Θ (t) ) and γ (t) rk = P (w rk = |z r = 1, D; Θ (t) ). The maximization steps of Q(Θ|Θ (t) ) reduces to the updating steps given by
Hence, the EM algorithm requires computing ξ 
